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The interactive touch screen that works so well it gets well used.

Canvas is the 
industry’s 
best-in-class 
workhorse of 
top-quality 
interactive 
touch screens.

DESIGNED WITH THE END-USER IN MIND

Extensive library of interactive tools. A huge selection of easy-to-use tools can instantly be added to a 
personalized, on-screen toolbar. All settings are saved for each unique user.

Easily control content. Finger-driven, no pressure required and multi-touch features make controlling digital 
content feel like second nature, even if it’s your first time.

Smoothly navigate through content. Intuitively navigate through computer applications, websites, and multi-
media to effectively leverage the content your session requires.*

No external projector required. Simply plug in the unit and gain instant access to all the benefits of intuitive, 
interactive whiteboarding.

    Annotate
Whether working with files inside or outside 
of the StarBoard Software, annotating over 
documents has never been easier. Use the 
multitude of interactive tools to seamlessly 
markup digital content.

    Conference
Share information with colleagues around the 
world in real time with the conferencing feature. 
With a shared whiteboard space, everyone can 
see, write notes and make changes easily.

    Custom Toolbar
Expand or collapse the toolbar and adjust its 
height and orientation based on your preference. 
Easily add external files and apps to the toolbar, 
with the option to save it for future use.

    Layout Options
Customize the software’s interface to suit 
specific needs. You can work in full-screen mode 
or add the top menu bar, sidebar tabs, context 
toolbar, trash can, and page tab for enhanced 
accessibility.

    Search Engines
Add up to 4 search engines to the software to 
easily access frequently used websites with 
search capabilities. Explore topics by selecting a 
word to seamlessly connect to any search engine.

    Import Files
Import a variety of documents, including 
Microsoft Office, PDF, and multi-media files, 
enabling instant markup. Annotate over motion 
video to add a new dimension to your digital 
lectures and presentations.

*Unit must be connected to a computer with internet access



DISPLAY/TOUCH SCREEN

Screen sizes (diagonal) 90"

Android TV Android 4.2 Dual Core Processor

Collaboration Software Hitachi starboard Software 9.62

Resolution 1920 x 1080

Input/Output

1xRS-232C, 1xPC In (15 pin D-sub), 2xTotal 
USB Input(s), USB feature (Photo/Music/
Video/Software Update), 4xTotal HDMI 
Input(s), ARC (Audio Return Channel)-
Yes(HDMI), 4K Input, HDCP 2.2, MHL-Yes 
(HDMI 4), 1xRF in (Antenna/Cable), 
1xComponent Video Input(s), 2xComposite 
Video Input(s), 4xAudio Input(s), 1xAudio 
Output(s), Digital Audio Output-Optical. 

Connectivity Ethernet, Built-in Wireless (802.11 a/b/g/n), 
IP Control

Aspect Ratio 16:09

Dynamic Contrast 
Ratio 8,000,000:1

Touch Technology Infrared with no pressure required

Touch Points 6 points

Refresh Rate 120 Hz

Protective Skin Glass Yes

Viewing Angle (HxV) 176 x 176

Interface Switch Touch Gesture to Switch Interface

90” Canvas Specifications
 

 

AUDIO

Speakers Mono/Stereo/Dual (MTS/SAP) Dolby Digital 
with Surround Sound

Speaker System 1 Way 2 Speakers

Audio Output 10W + 10W +15W (w/Subwoofer)
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Innovation, collaboration, and annotation start here.
Include up to 50 users working together in a shared
whiteboard space.
Unlimited content annotation capabilities using intuitive tools.
Personalized search sites automatically deliver content at the
touch of a finger.
Customized on-screen workspaces and toolbars for each user.

Why Canvas?
Deliberately designed for intuitive use 

Unrivaled Hitachi StarBoard Software

Affordable, high performance solution

Built for easy modular adoption

Support-centric customer service
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SYSTEM

Product Weight 260 lbs

Dimensions ( WxHxD) 81.3"x48.1"x5.0"

Shipping Dimensions
(Does not include 

pallet)
88"x57.5"x13.1"

Power Supply AC 100-240V, 50/60 Hz

Remote Control 
Included (1) Monitor Remote Control


